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Thank you, sisters, for your contributions to this publication for the Sisters of Providence and friends. Please
continue to share your reflections, poetry, prayers, quotes, scripture, photos, artwork and other inspirational
material – it is a bright spot for so many. If you have a question, comment or item to share, please email it to
anita.wilkins@providence.org. 

A message from Sister Susanne Hartung:
"2020 has been challenging in so many
ways... Soon we will have elections that
give us the opportunity for our voice to be
heard. Please vote. Our democracy gives
us the freedom to express ourselves in
what we believe. It is a privilege that many
people in the world do not have. No matter
your political affiliation and preference, I ask
you to respect the views of others. Please
be kind to one another even when emotions
are running high. While we might all be
distracted by the political environment
around us, I ask all of us to stay focused on
the service of others, especially the poor
and vulnerable."
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View Sister Vilma’s Arcatao
anniversary video on YouTube at
https://youtu.be/m-g6Cu9pPJk

What do you do when a pandemic
keeps you at home? Sister Ana
Orellana made this pizza together with
her "online culture class." Fun fact:
Sister Ana lived and ministered in Italy
for about 20 years!
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Sister Rosalie Locati shared this news brief about the new Providence Playscape in Spokane:
On October 22, Providence Health Care leaders, Mission leaders
and guests gathered as Sister Rosalie Locati blessed the new
Providence Playscape in Riverfront Park, Spokane, Washington.
Providence Health Care and the city of Spokane sponsored this
amazing play area for children. It is magical, fanciful, creative and
artistically designed to welcome the diversity, uniqueness and
abilities of all children. Particular attention was given in the
design for accessibility to children with disabilities. The play
equipment includes a tactile sand area, a metal xylophone for
children to play music, and other unique play equipment. Animals
from the greater Spokane region are captured in a freestanding
statue that children can crawl through. The Providence
Playscape is designed for interactive learning, exercise and play.
Today, following the legacy and heritage of the Sisters of
Providence, we continue to keep the well-being and development
of children in our Providence ministries.

Becky Nappi, Chief Mission Officer, Sacred Heart; Sister Rosalie Locati, Sister Resource
for Mission Heritage; and Nicole Stewart, Communications Officer, Sacred Heart.
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Sisters at St. Joseph Residence celebrated Sister Irene Charron’s 100th birthday at their monthly birthday
recognition event. Since this was a very special birthday, the sisters dressed up for the occasion and wore
“Happy 100th Birthday” masks. Sister Irene loves bingo, so they enjoyed four games – with prizes! Another
special treat: Vicky Smith wrote and performed a song in honor of Sister Irene.

Another recent birthday celebration: Sister Marie-Thérèse Gnamazo! She enjoyed a
festive birthday dinner – and accessories – with members of her community.
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Shout out to Lisa Kumar, activities coordinator at St. Joseph Residence (SJR) in Seattle where many
Sisters of Providence live in retirement. She took it to the next level for our sisters by teaming up with staff at
SJR and Providence Mount St. Vincent to build an "ice cream truck" – a cardboard children's playset over an
electric wheelchair – inspired by a video of a similar setup in a U.K. nursing home. Lisa drove up and down the
hallways playing music and delivering ice cream treats from a cooler. What a fun way to keep the summer
spirit alive as the season changes and the stay-at-home orders continue for the sisters.

Farewell Boston House! A Zoom meeting was the setting for a tribute to the “Boston House” – a treasured
residence of the Sisters of Providence community for 30 years. With gratitude and sadness those who lived
and met there over the years said goodbye during a celebration of memories earlier this month. The 100-yearold house is being sold.
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"Lord,
in the silence of this new day,
I ask you for peace, wisdom, and strength.
Today I want to look at the world with eyes of love;
Help me to be patient, understanding, humble,
gentle and good.
Please let me see others as you see them,
that I may look past appearances,
and appreciate the goodness in everyone.”
-St. Francis of Assisi
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